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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a cost-effective iterative semi-supervised classifier based on a
kernel concept. The proposed technique incorporates unlabeled data into the design of a
binary classifier by introducing and optimizing a cost function in a feature space which
maximizes the Rayleigh coefficient while minimizing the total cost associated with
misclassified labeled samples. The cost assigned to misclassified labeled samples
accounts for the number of misclassified labeled samples as well as the amount by which
they are on the wrong side of the boundary, and this counter-balances any potential
adverse effect of unlabeled data on the classifier performance. Several experiments
performed with remotely-sensed data demonstrate that using the proposed semisupervised classifier shows considerable improvements over the supervised-only
counterpart.
I. INTRODUCTION
In attacking today’s challenging classification problems, it is very desirable to have as
much labeled data as possible. Unfortunately for most real-world settings such as text
categorization and remotely sensed data analysis, acquiring labeled data requires a
tedious, time-consuming process of human labeling. Therefore the price one must pay for
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labeled data is often prohibitively expensive. This has raised interest in the readily
available large amount of unlabeled data. Various methods taking advantage of unlabeled
data to improve classification performance have already been proposed. Such methods
include but are not limited to use of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm with
finite mixture models [1, 2, 3], transductive learning [4-6] and co-training framework [7].
Despite the ongoing discussion [8, 9] about whether these attempts are successful and
unlabeled data are truly useful, it has been theoretically proven that under a zero bias
assumption unlabeled data reduces the variance of the estimator and helps classification
[2] and under various assumptions classification error decreases exponentially with the
number of labeled samples and linearly with the number of unlabeled samples [10, 11].
Among other techniques for incorporating unlabeled data into the design of a
classifier, the EM algorithm has drawn more attention. EM is an iterative algorithm for
maximum likelihood estimation with incomplete data [12]. Here unlabeled data is
considered incomplete because they come without class labels. In the context of EM the
unlabeled data problem is usually attacked with a generic model such as finite mixture
models. When the generic model assumption for the classifier is “correct” that is, the
model used to build the classifier is identical to the model that generated the data; early
work [13] has proved that under the additional assumption of identifiability a large set of
unlabeled data alone is sufficient to identify the mixture components. In this case labeled
data are only used to associate these components with classes.
While these results are encouraging, it is well known that real-world data are unlikely
to be this easily modeled. Most approaches adopt normal mixture models to characterize
class distributions. However normal densities are clearly not flexible enough to capture
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complex data structures encountered in real-world settings. Empirical studies [1, 9],
indeed have shown that when there is a mismatch between approximating a distribution
and the true underlying distribution, unlabeled data may actually degrade the accuracy of
the classifier. In order to mitigate this problem several extensions to the basic EM have
been proposed, most of which are centered on two main ideas. The first one is to
introduce a weighting factor that will dynamically adjust the contribution of unlabeled
data to parameter estimation [4, 10] and the second is to model each class distribution
with multiple mixture components [1, 2].
The former doesn’t directly deal with the model mismatch problem. It is assumed that
each class distribution can be approximated by a normal density within good accuracy
and the samples which don’t quite follow a normality pattern are penalized by assigning
reduced weight in estimating the statistics of the class to which they have been classified.
The latter allows each class to have multiple normal components. It is well known
that given enough components any given distribution can be approximated within a good
accuracy using a mixture of normal densities. The EM algorithm is used to fit the data
into the augmented mixture model. The expectation stage is slightly modified such that a
labeled sample only contributes to the components belonging to its class of origin
whereas an unlabeled sample can contribute to any component. However clearly the need
for unlabeled data arises when the amount of labeled data is very limited in which case
the underlying structures of class distributions are mostly hidden and cannot be easily
captured. This poses a problem in identifying the subclasses and estimating their
statistics. One could avoid this problem by assigning an excessive number of components
for each class, but in that case statistics estimation becomes very impractical.
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Even though they are far from solving the unlabeled data problem completely, early
work definitely provides insight into the problem. In dealing with unlabeled data it is
very important that the model should be flexible enough to accommodate the wide range
of class distributions. In [14] a nonlinear classification technique called Kernel Fisher’s
Discriminant (KFD) has been proposed. The main ingredient of this approach is the
kernel concept that is originally applied in Support Vector Machines [15-17] and allows
the efficient computation of Fisher’s Discriminant in the kernel space.
In [14], KFD is compared to some state-of-the-art classifiers and Support Vector
Machines using 13 artificial and real world datasets. The experiments show that KFD is
competitive or in some cases even superior to the other algorithms on almost all data sets.
It might be premature to say that KFD is a powerful alternative to classical techniques but
it certainly has some characteristics which when explored may lead to improved
algorithms. Indeed in [20] an algorithm for constructing a Kernel Fisher’s discriminant
(KFD) from training samples with noisy labels is proposed. This problem is very similar
to the unlabeled data problem in that the labels assigned to some of the training samples
are assumed to be incorrect.
In iterative semi-supervised learning algorithms labeled data apart from determining
the initial structure of the classifier have another significant role. At each iteration the
number of misclassified labeled samples gives us an idea on how well the unlabeled data
is incorporated into the classifier model. When the generic model used to build the
classifier is not close enough to the actual model the large amount of unlabeled data will
certainly have an adverse effect on the classifier performance by causing gradual
deterioration in the error rate of labeled data used in training. Most semi-supervised
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learning algorithms with EM tackle this problem by adjusting the posterior probabilities
of the data during the “expectation” stage such that labeled samples are always assigned
to their class of origin with full weight and unlabeled data are assigned to the class to
which they are classified by reduced weight. However this rather brute-force postprocessing approach might fail when the amount of unlabeled data is very large
compared to labeled data, which is typically the case in semi-supervised settings.
Unlabeled data no matter how much they are weighted might eventually become the
dominant factor in determining the classification boundary.
In this study we attack the unlabeled data problem by finding a modified version of
the Fisher’s Discriminant in the feature space using labeled and unlabeled data together.
The proposed technique is unique in that the decision function is obtained through an
optimization of a quadratic programming problem that minimizes the total cost of
misclassified labeled data while maximizing the Rayleigh coefficient in the kernel space.
The within-class and between class scatter matrices are estimated using labeled as
well as unlabeled data. However unlike semi-supervised learning approaches using the
EM algorithm the labeled data are incorporated into the process of finding the best
decision function not only through scatter matrices but also through a more direct
measure of training error rate. Minimizing the total cost of misclassified labeled samples
and maximizing the Rayleigh coefficient in the presence of unlabeled data might be two
conflicting goals. However by adjusting the cost assigned to each misclassified labeled
sample one can obtain an efficient trade-off between these two.
The idea of minimizing the total cost of misclassified labeled samples when
determining the decision function is not new. As a matter of fact Support Vector
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Machines (SVM’s) inherently have this characteristic and there have been several recent
attempts [4-6] to generalize the performance of SVM’s through transductive learning.
However as argued in [8] unlabeled data are not expected to help much for SVM’s
because the data distribution does not carry any parameter information. Even worse,
finding the optimal boundary in the presence of unlabeled data (i.e. test data) is a
combinatorial optimization problem and the most efficient algorithm can only
accommodate up to a few hundred test samples.

II. KERNEL CONCEPT AND FISHER’S DISCRIMINANT
We know that the probability of error due to the Bayes classifier is the best we can
achieve. A major disadvantage of the Bayes error as a criterion is that a closed-form
analytical expression is not available in general. However by assuming normal
distributions for classes, standard classifiers using quadratic and linear discriminant
functions can be designed.
The famous Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) [19], arises in the special case when
classes have a common covariance matrix. FLD is a classification method that projects
the high-dimensional data onto a line and performs classification in this one-dimensional
space. This projection is chosen such that the ratio of between and within class scatter
matrices or the so called Rayleigh coefficient is maximized.
When classes are normally distributed with equal covariance the projection that
maximizes the Rayleigh coefficient is in the same direction as the discriminant in the
corresponding Bayes classifier. Hence for this special case FLD is equivalent to the
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Bayes optimal classifier. Although it relies on heavy assumptions that are not true in most
real world problems, FLD has proven very powerful. Generally speaking when the
distributions are unimodal and separated by the scatter of means FLD becomes very
appealing compared to a simple quadratic classifier. One reason why FLD can be
preferred over a simple quadratic classifier is that as a linear classifier it is less prone to
noise and most likely will not overfit.
It is well known that a linear discriminant is usually not complex enough to handle
real-world data. Classical techniques tackle these problems by using more sophisticated
distributions in modeling the optimal Bayes classifier, however these often sacrifice the
closed form solution. A relatively new approach is to look for nonlinear directions. Mika
et. al. [14] has proposed a nonlinear classification technique based on Fisher’s
Discriminant which they called Kernel Fisher’s Discriminant (KFD). The main ingredient
of their approach is the kernel concept, which is originally applied in Support Vector
Machines [15-17] and allows the efficient computation of Fisher’s Discriminant in the
kernel space. The linear discriminant in the kernel space corresponds to a powerful
nonlinear decision function in the input space. Furthermore different kernels can be used
to accommodate the wide-range of nonlinearities possible in the data set. In what follows
we will derive KFD which is mostly due to [14].
We first assume an implicit mapping of the data into a possibly high dimensional
feature space F by a nonlinear map φ : R d → F .
In order to find the Fisher’s discriminant in some kernel space F we need to solve,
min
w

w T S φW w

subj. to

T

w (m − m ) = b
φ
+

φ
−

(1)
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where w ∈ F , b is some scalar, and S φW and mφk are defined as,

∑

Sφw =

k ∈{±}

1
l

(Φ k − mφk 1Tl k )(Φ k − mφk 1Tl k ) T

(2)

k

mφk =

1
Φ k 1l k
lk

(3)

and Φ k = [φ(x1k ),K ,φ(x kl k )] are the labeled samples in the feature space, l
of labeled samples belonging to class k and 1l k is a vector of

l

k

k

is the number

- dimensional ones.

Here the superscript φ is used to indicate the nonlinear characteristics of the parameters.
Before we can benefit from the kernel concept we should express (1) in the dot-product
form.
An important result from the theory of reproducing kernels will help us achieve this
*
goal. Any solution w of (1) must lie in the span of all training samples in F. Therefore w

can be expanded in the form,
w = Φa

where Φ = [Φ 1

(4)

Φ 2 ], a is an l -dimensional vector and l = l + + l − . After substituting

(2), (3) and (4) into (1) we get,

min a T Na
a

subj. to a T d = b

(5)

where N and d are defined as,

€
N=

€

1

∑l

k∈{±}

(Φ T Φ k ( I −

k

d=(

1
l

+

1
1
1k1Tk ))(Φ T Φ k (I − 1k1Tk )) T
lk
lk

ΦT Φ + 1+ −

1
l

ΦT Φ− 1− )

(6)

(7)

−
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Since (6) and (7) are in dot-product form, N and d can be evaluated and hence (5) can be
solved. We replace Φ T Φk in (6) and (7) by Kk where Kk is the kernel matrix for class k
k
whose (i,j)th element is obtained by k(x i,x j ) where k(.,.) is a kernel function satisfying

the Mercer’s theorem [15]. Thus N and d can be rewritten as,

N=

∑l

k∈{±}

1

(K k (I −

k

d=(

1
l

1
l

1 k 1Tk ))(K k (I −

k

K + 1+ −

+

1
l

1 k 1Tk )) T

(8)

k

1
K 1 )
l− − −

(9)

The initial problem of finding the Fisher’s discriminant in the kernel space has now
l
turned into a problem of finding a in the l -dimensional vector space, i.e. a ∈ R .

Similar to (4) the solution a of (10) is found as,
a* =

bN−1d
dT N−1d

(10)

*
*
Once a is obtained w can be expressed in terms of a using equation (4) and the

projection of a new pattern x onto w can be computed by,
l

φ(x) w = ∑ a i k(x i,x)
T

*

*

(11)

i=1

As a final side note; the above setting is ill-posed because N which is an l dimensional matrix is estimated using l samples thereby N is ill-conditioned. In [14] this
problem is tackled by adding a multiple of the identity matrix to N,

N γ = N + γI

(12)

Apart from making the algorithm numerically more stable γ also serves as a capacity
control in F.
€
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III. ESTIMATING THE DISCRIMINANT IN THE SEMI SUPERVISED
FRAMEWORK
Kernelizing the classifier introduces the flexibility required to accommodate a large
variety of class conditional distributions. The complexity of the classifier can be easily
controlled by varying the type of the kernel function as well as its parameters. Moreover
using KFD one can handle complex data structures without sacrificing the theoretical
beauty and simplicity of Fisher’s Discriminant. These inherent characteristics make KFD
an ideal candidate classifier for exploiting unlabeled data.
In what follows we propose a modified version of KFD for semi-supervised learning.
A typical semi-supervised KFD can be designed as follows. In the first step, a kernel
function is determined and using labeled samples kernel parameters are estimated. In the
second step, using this kernel function and its parameters N and d in (8) and (9) are
estimated and a supervised KFD is designed. In the third step, unlabeled data is classified
by the designed classifier. Unlabeled samples after classification are usually called semilabeled samples in the literature. They are different than labeled samples in that labels
assigned to them are not necessarily correct. In the fourth step, semi-labeled samples and
labeled samples together are used to estimate N and d. In estimating N and d one can
give more weight to labeled samples and reduced weight to semi-labeled samples using
some designated criterion. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until some designated convergence
criterion is met.
One issue needs further consideration in this procedure. Kernel parameters are
estimated using a small number of labeled samples. However these parameters may not
be good enough to capture the additional nonlinearities that might be introduced by a
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large set of semi-labeled samples. More specifically, the initial classifier model
determined by a limited number of labeled samples may not be fully representative of the
entire data set. This is almost unavoidable in most real world problems where the ratio of
labeled samples available to unlabeled samples is too small. One could tackle this
problem by estimating the kernel parameters at each iteration using labeled and semilabeled samples together. However this is not feasible for two reasons. First, the
dimensionality of N and d would be l + s which is usually impractically large ( l is the
number of labeled samples and s is the number of semi-labeled samples). Second, some
of the semi-labeled samples are no doubt misclassified. When these samples dominate the
process of estimating the kernel parameters we may lose the initial flexibility we obtained
through labeled samples let alone improving it. Hence estimating the kernel parameters
using labeled and semi-labeled samples together is not a very practical solution for
dealing with limited labeled sample size problem. However there is more we can do. We
can control how well the unlabeled data are being fit into the classifier model by
monitoring the classification error of the labeled training samples.
Although slight deterioration in this error rate might be tolerated a constant
increase is definitely not desirable. When this happens unlabeled data are making an
adverse effect on the classifier performance. An ideal solution would be to determine the
discriminant such that no labeled samples are misclassified. However in that case not
only the potential impact of unlabeled data is inhibited but the classifier might overfit as
well. Most semi-supervised learning algorithms with EM tackle this problem by adjusting
the posterior probabilities of the data during the “expectation” stage such that labeled
samples are always assigned to their class of origin with full weight and unlabeled data
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are assigned to the class to which they are classified by reduced weight. This is a postprocessing brute-force approach and doesn’t necessarily lead to a better error rate for
labeled samples in the next iteration, because the number of labeled samples is usually
very small compared to the number of unlabeled samples and hence is not a very efficient
way of controlling the effect of unlabeled data. A more practical solution as we will
suggest in this study is to allow some labeled data to be on the wrong side of the
classification boundary and minimize the total cost associated with such samples while
maximizing the Rayleigh coefficient. The optimization problem of (1) can be updated to
accommodate this change in the cost function as follows,
l

min
w

wT SφW w + ∑ c iεi
i=1
T

w (m − m−φ ) = b

subj to

φ
+

(13)

ε i ≥ 0, y i (wT φ(x i ) + w 0 ) ≥ −ε i

Here ε i ’s are the “slack” variables, i.e. the amount by which a misclassified
labeled sample φ(x i ) is on the wrong side and c i is the cost associated with that sample.
This way, unlike most other EM based iterative semi-supervised learning algorithms
labeled data are more directly and effectively used in determining the discriminant. The
higher the ε i for a given sample the more that sample will dominate in the cost function.
Using (4), (13) can be restated as follows,
min
a ,a 0

l

a T Na + ∑ c i ε i

subj. to

i =1

T

a d=b

(14)

ε i ≥ 0, y i (a T k i + a 0 ) ≥ −ε i
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where K = [k1 ,K ,kl ] is the l -dimensional kernel (gram) matrix whose ( ij)th element is
obtained by k (x i , x j ) . Note that in (14) N and d are now estimated using labeled as well
as semi-labeled samples. The dual of this problem can be stated as follows

1 T
− µ1 Hµ1 − f Tµ1
2

min
1
µ

l

subj . to

∑y µ
i

1
i

=0

i=1

0 ≤ εi ≤ c i
1
i

(15)

T

µ (y i (a ki + a 0 ) + εi ) = 0
µ2i εi = 0
where µ1 = [µ11,K , µ1l ]T and

2
2
2 T
µ = [µ1 ,K ,µ l ] are the

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

multipliers [24],

1
H = ( Γ T N−1Γ).* (yy T )
2
f =

bdN−1(Γ + K)
.* y
dT N−1d

dd T N −1
Γ = (I − T −1 )K
d N d

(16)

(17)

(18)

y = [ y1 ,K , y l ]T and .* denotes term by term multiplication.

In solving the optimization problem stated in (15) we benefited from the efficient
*

algorithm introduced in [21]. Once µ1* is found a is obtained by the following equation,
l
1
a = N−1 (∑k iy iµ1i − λd)
(19)
2
i=1
a0 is already obtained while solving (15) and w * is obtained by (4). For details of the

above derivations please see [18].
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND CLASSIFICATION TASKS
A. Data Used in the Experiments
We used two different remotely-sensed data sets in this study. The first one is an
airborne hyperspectral data set gathered over the Washington DC mall, which was
collected by the HYDICE system [22]. This sensor collects data in 220 contiguous,
relatively narrow, uniformly-spaced spectral channels in the 0.40-2.40µm region. In the
analysis the water absorption bands are removed. In this image 85,983 pixels are
available, 20,357 of which are labeled. The second data set is a flightline over the Purdue
University West Lafayette campus. The hyperspectral data was collected on September
30, 1999 with the airborne HYMAP system [23], providing image data in 126 spectral
bands in the visible and infrared regions. (0.4 µm – 2.4 µm). The system was flown at an
altitude such that the pixel size is about 5 meters. In this image 139,653 pixels are
available, 22,100 of which are labeled. In these images the two features we are
particularly interested are “roof tops” and “roads and parking lots”.
These features are chosen because of their particular attributes in remotely-sensed
data. Roof tops generally encompass quite broad area land-cover distinction. Compared
to other features, roads are relatively difficult to classify by automated algorithms.

B. Classification Tasks
The main emphasis in this section will be on the effect of unlabeled data on the
classifier performance. We will conduct experiments to show that unlike Semi
Supervised Kernel Fisher’s Discriminant (S2KFD) where the cost of a misclassified
labeled sample is inherently zero, the Cost-effective Semi Supervised Classifier (CES2C)
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as proposed in this paper can successfully incorporate unlabeled data and result in an
iteratively improved classifier performance.
For each classification task a certain ratio of labeled data is randomly chosen and the
entire image is used as unlabeled data. In the first iteration using labeled training samples
supervised-only counterparts of both classifiers are designed and the unlabeled data are
classified by each classifier separately. In the next iteration both semi-labeled and labeled
samples are used together to estimate statistics and CES2C and S2KFD are designed and
unlabeled data are classified again. This process is iterated until almost no change in class
membership of semi-labeled data is observed. This algorithm usually converges in less
than twenty iterations.

C. Choosing the Parameters
Throughout the experiments in this study we have used the Gaussian radial basis
2

kernel function (RBF), which is defined by k (x, x' ) = exp(− x − x′ / σ 2 ) . Apart from σ
two other parameters to be estimated are the regularization constant γ in (12) and the cost
factor, ck, k={+,-}. We considered different costs for each class. More specifically it is
intuitive to set the cost factors associated with each class to be proportional with one
minus the corresponding class prior probability, i.e. ck=C(1-pk), where C is some scalar.
This simply implies we are putting more emphasis on a sample originating from a class
with a less number of labeled samples. The value of C and σ are estimated by crossvalidation over the set of labeled training samples. The discrete range of values
considered for these parameters are C=[1, 105], σ =[0.01, 10] respectively. The
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regularization constant γ is set to 0.5. Note that we only need γ in the first iteration as the
number of samples used in statistics estimation in the succeeding iterations will be much
higher than the dimensionality and hence no regularization will be needed.

D. Experimental Results
The number of labeled samples used in the training for the Campus dataset is 1 %
(~200) and for the Washington DC Mall data set is 0.2 % (~56) of the total labeled
samples. The remaining portion of the labeled samples is used as test samples. The
classification tasks are carried out as outlined in section 4.B. This process is repeated ten
times each time with a randomly chosen training set. In Fig. 1.a and Fig. 1.b the training
and testing error rates obtained during a typical run of the algorithm is shown for both
CES2C and S2KFD. In Fig. 1.c-Fig. 1.f the average testing error together with the the full
range of deviation at each iteration is plotted for both classifiers for all the features
considered. Finally the classification maps obtained during a single run of the algorithm
(CES2C) for the first and final iterations are shown in Fig. 2-Fig. 5.
Using the proposed semi-supervised classifier and a very small training set for the
features considered we have obtained noteworthy improvements over the supervised-only
counterpart. This improvement comes in the form of reduced scatter as well as
classification error. When the classification maps are examined we see that most feature
fields, which are barely identifiable due to a large number of misclassified pixels in the
first iteration, are readily seen with relatively well defined and clear boundaries in the
final iteration. Indeed these classification maps suggest the actual improvement in the
final iteration over the first iteration might be more than what the quantitative values
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imply. Also observe how the semi-supervised Kernel Fisher’s Discriminant which also
has the flexibility to model a wide-range of class conditional distributions but lacks the
cost-effective term CES2C has performed poorly in all the cases considered. As Fig. 1.a
and Fig. 1.b show the training error rate corresponding to CES2C is forced to be bounded
within a certain range whereas there is no such mechanism that limits the training error in
S2KFD.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of CES2C and S2KFD. (a)-(b) Testing and training error rates
obtained during a typical run of the algorithm for CES2C and S2KFD respectively. (c)-(f)
Testing error rates corresponding to CES2C and S2KFD for ‘roof tops’, ‘roads’ in Purdue
Campus Data and ‘roof tops’, ‘roads’ in DC Mall Data respectively. ( o – testing error for
CES2C, + – training error for CES2C, x – testing error for S2KFD, • – training error for
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S2KFD, vertical bars depict full range of deviations, x-axis shows the number of
iterations)

(a) Test Field Map

(b) 1st Iteration (err=8.99 %)

(c) 20th Iteration (err=6.45 %)

Fig. 2 Roads and Parking Lots in Purdue Campus Data.

(a) Test Field Map

(b) 1st Iteration (err=12.22 %)

(c) 20th Iteration (err=8.25 %)

Fig. 3 Roof Tops in Purdue Campus Data.

(a) Test Field Map

(b) 1st Iteration (err=12.93 %)

(c) 20th Iteration (err=4.97 %)

Fig. 4 Roof Tops in Washington DC Mall Data.
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(a) Test Field Map

(b) 1st Iteration (err=8.5 %)

(c) 20th Iteration (err=5.8 %)

Fig. 5 Roads and Parking Lots in the Washington DC Mall data.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study rather than focusing our attention on how the unlabeled samples should
be weighted we closely examined how the role of labeled samples in determining the
classification boundary can be enriched. Towards this end we propose an efficient
technique which successfully incorporates unlabeled data into the design of the classifier
by counter balancing any possible adverse effect of unlabeled data on the classifier
performance using a more direct and efficient way of controlling the number of
misclassified labeled samples as well as the amount by which they are on the wrong side
of the boundary. For the data sets considered we observed noteworthy improvements in
the performance of the classifier. This improvement is often observed in the form of
reduced scatter as well as classification error.
The proposed technique doesn’t require a large labeled data set. Throughout the
experiments we have used around 200 labeled samples for the Campus data and around
50 samples for the DC Mall data and with this many samples we were able obtain on the
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average 25-50 % improvement in the final iteration over the first iteration (supervised
classifier).
From a computational perspective things don’t look so bright. Both N and d in
equation (8) and (9) are l -dimensional where l is the number of labeled samples. Hence
as we increase the number of labeled samples the algorithm becomes computationally
more demanding. However with a few hundred labeled and a few thousand unlabeled
samples the algorithm is tractable to a greater extent. A single run of the algorithm (a
cycle of 20 iterations) including parameter estimation in the previous section took on the
average 30 minutes on a PC with a processor clock of 1.5 GHz. When the number of
labeled samples is very large one can still tackle this problem by expanding the solution
in the kernel space in terms of only a small portion of labeled samples rather than all the
samples as in equation (7).
Both labeled and semi-labeled samples were given full weight during the statistics
estimation. Assigning reduced weight to semi-labeled samples might help improve the
classifier performance further. In [3] this is done by assigning posterior probabilities as
the weighting factors. However as in Support Vector Machines (SVM) for the proposed
classifier converting the output of the discriminant function to posterior probabilities is
not easy if not impractical. Towards this end no widely accepted method is available but
the approaches introduced in [15, 25] are worth further consideration.
Perhaps the most crucial part of the proposed classifier is the estimation of the
classifier parameters namely the kernel width σ, the regularization constant γ and the cost
factor C. Although it may not be the most efficient way to do so in this study we used a
fixed value for γ and estimated σ and C by cross validation over the set of labeled
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training set. The huge set of unlabeled samples will most likely introduce additional
nonlinearities and the classifier model, which is determined by the limited number of
labeled samples available, may not be flexible enough to capture this new complexity
exposed. As a future research we will consider using structural risk minimization [15] for
estimating parameters. Unlike cross-validation this technique has the flavor of choosing
the best parameter based on the expected error of test samples.
Finally throughout the experiments we have chosen the labeled portion of the training
set randomly to investigate the worst-case scenario. We believe better results can be
obtained by choosing the labeled samples manually while at the same making sure these
samples are representative of the entire data set.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of CES2C and S2KFD. (a)-(b) Testing and training error rates
obtained during a typical run of the algorithm for CES2C and S2KFD respectively. (c)-(f)
Testing error rates corresponding to CES2C and S2KFD for ‘roof tops’, ‘roads’ in Purdue
Campus Data and ‘roof tops’, ‘roads’ in DC Mall Data respectively. ( o – testing error for
CES2C, + – training error for CES2C, x – testing error for S2KFD, • – training error for
S2KFD, vertical bars depict full range of deviations, x-axis shows the number of
iterations)
Fig. 2 Roads and Parking Lots in Purdue Campus Data.
Fig. 3 Roof Tops in Purdue Campus Data.
Fig. 4 Roof Tops in Washington DC Mall Data.
Fig. 5 Roads and Parking Lots in the Washington DC Mall data.
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